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Agenda 2015 Winter BISC Meeting

1. Introduction and background of Chair and Vice Chair

2. Discussion of direction and goals of committee

3. Prioritize to come up with top 5 topics

4. Topic ideas:
   A. Motor Coach Safety Action Plan—vehicle related rulemaking: window glazing, roof crush, fires suppression, passenger egress
   B. Compartmentalization safety countermeasures
   C. GPS tracking
   D. Tire pressure and temperature monitoring
   E. Seat Belts and how to get customers to use them
   F. Tires, rims, axles, coach weights
   G. Cameras, event data recording
   H. Working with FMCSA & NHTSA

5. Upcoming meetings people are attending

6. Publications of interest that members read regularly

7. Any articles recently read you would like to comment on

8. Legislation or regulation that group should review

9. Vehicle changes negative or positive to discuss